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The aim of the note is to give a new proof of the characterization of weak 
bisimulation congruence in Mimer’s CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems). 
The proof is new in that it does not need the assumption that for a given agent P 
there is a label I, for which P is not in the domain of 2. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
CHARACTERIZATION OF WEAK BISIMULATION CONGRUENCE 
We assume familiarity with the calculus CCS and use the calculus as it 
is presented in Milner (1984). The characterization of weak bisimulation 
congruence is in two steps. The first is by the following characterization of 
Proposition 1: 
PROPOSITION 1. P x + Q iff Vp E Act, 
(i) ifPAP’ then 3Q’.QaA aQ’&P’wQ’ 
(ii) ifQ--%Q’ then 3P’.P=cA =>P’&P’zQ’. 
And the second step is by the following characterization: 
P and Q are weak bisimulation congruent iff Pz + Q. 
Proposition 1 is usually shown under the assumption that for a given 
agent P there is some action A, for which P is not in the domain 
of A(Milner, 1984). But what criterion on the set of labels makes such an 
assumption possible? This depends on how summation is introduced. In 
Milner (1984) summation is introduced in the following way. To denote an 
arbitrary countable set we use Z, and to denote an I-indexed family of agent 
expressions we use ,?, then we introduce the sum C E without any restric- 
tions on the set of indices. It is therefore natural to allow summation over 
arbitrary countable sets of indices. What sets of indices it will be allowed 
to sum over must be decided by what CCS is thought to model. Anyway 
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it is not possible to allow summation over arbitrary sets of indices, because 
then paradoxes will rise. Now, if /i is countable, we are allowed to con- 
struct the agent C (2.NIL 1 2 E n >, and this agent is in the domain of A, 
for every label 2. On the other hand there is no way, by the combinators 
of CCS, to construct an agent that, for every label A in an uncountable set 
of labels, is in the domain of A. So under the assumption that summation 
over arbitrary countable sets is allowed, the assumption that there is an 
action 2 for each agent P, for which P is not in the domain of A, is 
equivalent to the assumption that the set of labels is uncountable. 
Note also that Proposition 1 is not true if r is the only action, because 
then weak bisimulation equivalence holds for every pair of agents. We 
prove Proposition 1 under the assumption that there is at least one action 
distinguished from t and that summation is allowed over arbitrary coun- 
table sets. We begin with a pair of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. For all P E P, { P’ 1 P * P’ 1 is countable. 
Proof: {P’ 1 P +- P’> = {P} u {P’I P 4 P’} u (P” I3P’.P -5 
P’ A ,‘I} u . . . . By the constructors of CCS it is impossible to construct an 
agent P such that {P’ 1 P -% P’} is uncountable. Hence since a countable 
set of countable sets is countable also {P’ 1 P * P’ ) must be countable. 1 
If we say that P can silently become equivalent to R when there is a P’ 
such that P * P’ and P’ - R, the lemma to be shown next might be put 
into words thus: for every agent there is another agent such that for this pair 
of agents none of them can silency become equivalent to the other one. The 
validity of this assertion is fundamental for the proof of Proposition 1. 
A consequence of this is that it is not possible to construct a universal 
agent U with the property that for every string s and every agent P there 
is an agent Q such that U “-Q and P z Q. In the following way we might 
tell what the impossible behaviour looks like, reflecting over what U can 
do: it is not possible to construct an agent who acts like the sum of all agents. 
LEMMA 2. For every PEP there is an REP such that 
(i) VP’EP.P*P’X P’ $ R 
(ii) VR’EP.R*R’ZR’ $ P. 
ProoJ In this proof, we use the following two notations, where R 
stands for an arbitrary agent belonging to P: 
[Rl={Q I R=Q} 
T(R)= {CR’] I R=R’}. 
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As a consequence of Lemma 1, T(R) is countable for every R (dam(f) = 
{R’ I R-R’}, f(R)= CR1 is surjective). Take PEP. Observe that if 
[R] 4 T(P) then VP’. P 3 P’ implies P’ $ R. Thus it suffices to find an 
agent R for which [R] $ r(P) and [P] $ T(R), to show this lemma. Take 
A E n and define the following two disjoint uncountable sets: 
S1= 
I 
c {12’.NIL 1 FEZ} II ZEN&Z#/~~ 
S2= 1 {12i+‘.NIL 1 FEZ} 
II 
Let R,=C{1*‘.NIL 1 FEZ} and Q,=c{12’+1.NIL I ZEZ}, where ZsN. 
Since S, and S, are uncountable and T(P) is countable there are ZE N and 
.Z G N such that [R,] 4 T(P) and [Q,] $ r(P). Since the two sets S, and S2 
are disjoint, either [P] $ S, or [P] 4 S,. If [P] $ S, then [P] .$ T(R,), 
because T(R,) = { CR,] > G S, . In the same way if [P] 4 Sz then 
[P] 4 T(QJ). Hence there is an agent R for which [R] 4 T(P) and 
[P] $ T(R) and the proof is complete. 1 
Proof of Proposition 1. We pay attention to the part of the proof where 
it is shown that if Pz + Q and P--S P’ then there is a Q’ such that 
Q ---% * Q’ and P’ z Q’. This is the really new part of the proof and the 
rest is standard. 
By Lemma 2, there is an R E P such that 
(1) QP”.P’*P”IP” $ R 
(2) QR’.RaR’=,R’$ P’. 
Since P x + QandP+z.R+P’thereisaQ’suchthatQ+r.R~-Q’and 
P’z Q’. That is, at least one of the following is the case: 
(v) Q+T.RzP’ 
(vv) 3Q’.QL =Q’&P’EQ’ 
(vvv) 3R’.R=aR’&R’zP’. 
From (1) it follows that (v) cannot be the case and from (2) it follows that 
(vvv) cannot be the case. Hence (vv) is the case. 1 
In the standard way it can also be shown that P and Q are weak 
bisimulation congruent iff P z + Q and that weak bisimulation congruence 
is the largest congruence smaller than weak bisimulation equivalence. 
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